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ABSTRACT 
The product correlation rule is widely used in the design and analysis of computer 
experiments. Applying this rule, covariance functions in two or more dimensions are 
easily defined as the product of one-dimensional covariance functions. The resulting 
covariance matrix may be vvritten as the Hadamard product of two or more matrices, 
which, in general, are only positive semidefinite. Nevertheless, this matrix is positiv-e 
definite. Two different proofs of this result are given. In the first proof, we exploit a 
connection between the Hadamard product and the Kronecker product. The second 
proof is probability-theoretic. It uses the fact that every positive definite matrix can be 
considered as covariance matrix of a random vector with a nondegenerate multivariate 
normal distribution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose R,(e, . ) and R,(., . ) are two covariance functions of stochastic 
processes over the real line, which we assume to be restricted to the interval 
[O, 11. Using these two one-dimensional covariance functions, we define for 
s = (sl, s2) and t = (ti, tn> in [O, 11’ the function 
R(s,t) := R,(s,,t,)R,(s,,t,). (I) 
It is well known that this function is positive semidefinite; see for example 
Styan (1973, Theorem 3.1). So, for D := {t’, . . . , t”) c [O, 112, we know that 
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the matrix 
c := (R(t ' ,  t J)) , , j : ,  ....... 
is positive semidefinite. Each point t i~  D is of the form t ~ = (tt,i t2), 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Next define two positive semidefinite n x n matrices C 1 and 
C 2 as 
and 
c2  := ,= ,  . . . . . . .  
Then the matrix C can he written as 
c = C,o (2) 
where C~ o C 2 denotes the Hadamard product of the matrices C l and C 2. In 
this note, we give a condition that ensures positive definiteness of the matrix 
C, even though the matrices C 1 and C 2 are only positive semidefinite. A
collection of many other useful properties of the Hadamard product can be 
found in Styan (1973). 
For d >/3 it is also possible to define a covarianee fimction over [0, 1] a as 
the product of d one-dimensional covariance functions. However, as the 
greatest jump usually arises from one to two dimensions, we only consider the 
case d = 2. The results are easily extended to more than two dimensions. 
In Section 2 we briefly review the idea of computer experiments, where 
the problem arises. Section 3 states the theorem and gives the two different 
proofs, whereas Section 4 provides some concluding remarks. 
2. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS 
In a computer experiment we are faced with the following situation: 
Running a (typically complicated) computer model tbr various input values 
t 1 . . . . .  t " ,  which we assume without loss of generality to lie in [0, 1] 2, we get 
observations Yl . . . .  , y,,. These observations are taken as one realization of 
the n-dimensional marginal distribution of a stochastic process Y. Usually, 
this stochastic process is assumed to have mean /z ¢ ~ and covarianee 
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function R(-, .  ). Using the vector YD :=  (Yi . . . . .  y . ) '  of observations, we 
want to predict the value of the stochastic process at any site t ~ [0, 1] 2 not 
included in D. In this context, the set D is called a design. Following the 
ideas in Welch, Buck, Sacks, Wynn, Mitchell, and Morris (1992), the best 
predictor in the mean square sense is given by 
I'C1yD ( I'C-lYD1). (3) 
O(t) l'c- l 11 
Here 1 e ~" denotes the vector of ones, and r(t) is the vector of covari- 
antes between the random variables Y(t) and Y(t i) for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Because 
R(-, • ) is a covariance function, the matrix C clearly is positive semidefinite. 
But in (3) we need the inverse of C, and so it should be positive definite. The 
theorem presented in the next section gives a condition that guarantees 
positive definiteness of the matrix C when the covariance function R(' ," ) 
over [0, 1] 2 is constructed from one-dimensional covariance functions as 
indicated in (1). 
3. POSITIVE DEF IN ITENESS OF THE HADAMARD PRODUCT 
It is well known that the matrix C from (2) is positive definite if the 
matrices C 1 and C 2 are; see for example Styan (1973, Theorem 3.1). In the 
context of computer experiments, however, the following situation may arise: 
Suppose we have run our computer model at two sites t i 4: tJ which satisfy 
t~ = tJ but t~ ¢ t~. Thus, the first coordinates of the two points t i and tJ are 
equal, while the second are not. Clearly, the matrix C l becomes singular, 
because the ith and j th  row and column coincide. We may find in the set D 
another pair of points that differ in the first, but coincide in the second 
coordinates. Then also the matrix C2 will be singular. Nevertheless, we want 
the matrix C to be positive definite even in this situation. 
To state the theorem, we will use the following notation. Let D 1 := 
{tl ..... t~'} and D. 2 := {t~ . . . . .  t~'} be the sets of the first and second compo- 
nents of the points in D. In D1, as well as in D~2, there may be points that 
are equal, because sites t ~ and tJ in D may have the same first, but different 
second, coordinates, or vice versa. So we only have k ~ n distinct points in 
Dp We denote them by [~ . . . . .  i1 k, and they are collected in the set /}l- 
Similarly we define D 2 := {t'~ . . . . .  [~} to be the set of the 1 < n pairwise 
distinct points in D 2. Using the sets D 1 and /}.2, we consider a k x k matrix 
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Cl  := (~ l ( t l , t{ ) ) i , j=]  ..... k'  C2 := (a2(t2,t~))i,. j= 1 ..... l" 
With this notation, the theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM. Let D = {t  l . . . . .  t"} C [0,1] ~ be a set of distinct sites. 
Assume that R j( ' , .  ) andRe(" , • ) are one-dimensional covariance functions 
and the matrices C~ and C 2 defined above are positive definite. Then also the 
matrix C given in (2) is positive definite. 
First proof Define /9 := 5 ,  × /52 and 0 := d 1 ® d e ~ ~(kl, kl) 
where @ denotes the Kroneeker product. Obviously we have D _c/51 
According to our assumptions, we get positive definiteness of the matrix 
from the properties of the Kronecker product. By interchanging rows and 
columns of C, which does not affect positive definiteness, we get the first n 
elements on the diagonal of the matrix C equal to R(t l, t L) . . . . .  R(t", t"). 
Next, define a matrix S ~ [R ( ' 'k~ with entries %j equal to one for i = j  and 
zero otherwise. We then get C = SCS'. Thus, for an arbitrary vector x ~ [R", 
x =~ O, we have x'S # 0 and x'Cx = x 'SCS'x  > 0, because of the positive 
definiteness of the matrix C. • 
Each positive semidefinite matrix can be considered as a covariance 
matrix of a random vector with a multivariate normal distribution. Based on 
this, we can also give a probability-theoretic proof of the theorem. However, 
a little more work has to be done for this. We make use of the following 
l e in  n ]  a ,  
LEMMA. Let Z be a n-dimensional random vector defined on a probabil- 
ity space (f~, ad, P ). Assume Z has zero expectation and its covariance matrix 
is, denoted by B. If, fl~r arbitratTj real numbers d t . . . . .  d,,, the condition 
P(F~'i' 1 d, Zi = O) = 1 implies d i = 0 for all i = i . . . . .  n, then the matrix B 
is positive definite. 
Pro@ The condition P(F,'i'=I d iZ i -  0)= 1 says that we have Y.'i'= l 
diZ i = 0 P-almost surely. Thus, defining the vector d := (d~ . . . . .  dn)', this is 
obviously equivalent o Var(~2~'= 1 d iZ  i) = d 'Bd  = 0. If  this condition forces 
the vector d to be equal to zero, the matrix B necessarily has to be positive 
definite. • 
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Second proof of the Theorem. This proof is done in four steps. 
I. For p = 1 . . . . .  k define the sets 
I v := (i ~ (1 . . . . .  n}:t~ =ttP}, 
and consider for q = 1 . . . . .  1 the sets 
These sets 11 . . . . .  I k and J1 . . . . .  j~ define two decompositions" of the set 
{1 . . . . .  n}. Because the sites in D are assumed to be distinct, all the 
intersections Iv N Jq contain at most one element. 
II. I f  a and b belong to a set Ip, we know that rows a and b and also 
columns a and b of the matrix C 1 are identical. So the matrix C 1 is only 
positive semidefinite. We consider it as covariance matrix of a random vector 
X := (X  1 . . . . .  X,,)' with a ~¢/(0, C 1) distribution, where ~4/(0, C 1) denotes a 
multivariate normal distribution with expectation zero and covariance matrix 
C> Because the sets I l . . . . .  I k give the number of identical rows and 
columns in the matrix C 1, we take X i = Xj for all i, j ~ lp, p = 1 . . . . .  k. In 
the same way consider C 2 as a covariance matrix of a random vector 
Y := (YJ . . . . .  Yn)' with a J//(0, C 2) distribution. Again the sets J1 . . . . .  Jt 
indicate the identical rows and columns of the matrix C 2, so we take Yi = Yj 
for i , j  ~ jq, q = 1 . . . . .  I. 
Both random vectors X and Y are assumed to live on a probability space 
(~,~¢, P). I f  we take X and Y to be stochastically independent, we 
get E(XiY~) = 0 and 
Cov( X, Yi, XjYj) = E( X,Y~XjYj) - E( X,Y~)E( XjYj) = E( XiXj)E(YiYj)  
Cov( X, , X )  Cov( Y, ) ' J ' " 
Thus, the matrix C defined in (2) turns out to be the covarianee matrix of 
the random vector X o Y. From this, we see that the matrix C is positive 
semidefinite, 
III. The random vectors X and Y have a degenerate normal distribu- 
tion unless k = n and 1 = n, respectively. So we take the different compo- 
nents of X and Y to form random vectors X of size k and 17 of size l. Now .~ 
is distributed according to a ~4/(0, C1) distribution, while ] 7 has a J¢/(O, C2) 
distribution. Clearly, X and 17 are still independent, and both distributions 
are nondegenerate, because we assume C x and C 2 to be positive definite. 
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IV. In this last step, we apply the lemma to prove that the matrix C is 
positive definite. Because the expectation of X o y is equal to zero, we have 
to show that 
P d iX iY  i = 0 = 1 (4) 
i 
implies d i = 0 tbr all i = 1 . . . . .  n. We have 
k k 
i=l p=l i~11, p=l i~l~, 
where the last equality holds because for each i ~ Iv the random variables X~ 
are equal to a random variable )~l,. Next define 
z,, := E d,Y,. (5) 
i ~ lp 
The intersection of the set 1t, with an arbitrary set J,i contains at most one 
element. So we can write Z v as Zp = d'pY, where the vector ({p ~ ~l 
contains the elements d i appearing in (5) and is zero elsewhere. I f  we put the 
random variables Z 1 . . . . .  Z k together in a vector Z := (Z 1 . . . . .  Zk)', we get 
k 
d,x) ' ,  = E £,,z,, = £ ' z  = 2'M , 
i=1  1;=1 
where the pth row of the matrix M ~ ~(~.z} is given by dr'p. Applying 
Fubini's theorem, Equation (4) yields 
1 =Pi\i=l~"d~XiY*=O)=P(X'M17=0) = fRf (Y 'M'x  =O) dP2(x). 
This implies P(Y'M'x = 0) = 1 for PX-almost every x ~ Nk. Because 
has a nondegenerate /-variate normal distribution, we get M'x = 0 for 
P2?-almost every x ~ Nk, that is P(M'f~ = O) = 1. So for every q = 1 . . . . .  l, 
the distribution of )~ has to be concentrated on the orthogonal complement 
of the space spanned by the qth row of the matrix M' .  Because X has a 
nondegenerate k-variate normal distribution, this forces the q th row of M'  to 
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be zero for every q = 1 . . . . .  1. Thus, the matrix M is equal to zero, and so 
are all the coefficients d i, i = 1 . . . . .  n. The condition of the lemma is 
satisfied, and positive definiteness of the matrix C follows. • 
4. DISCUSSION 
We have given two different proofs of the product correlation rule 
extensively used in the design and analysis of computer experiments. Although 
the result seems to be known, no references can be found in the recent 
literature. So it seemed to be helpful to close this gap. 
The product correlation rule provides a lot of flexibility in defining 
covariance functions over higher-dimensional regions. For each dimension, 
different parameters may be chosen. Even covariance functions of stationary 
and nonstationary processes can be mixed up. 
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